Gearing Up for Exciting Challenges

IVE’s Engineering Graduates Reap with Joy

For some, realizing a dream could just be a bunch of hollow words. Is pursuing a far-flung goal always a pipe dream? A well-established engineering firm, Analogue Technical Agencies Ltd. (ATAL), provides IVE graduates with invaluable opportunities to pave their career paths with the ideal marriage of interests and dreams.

“We Treasure Their Devotion”
Mr. Dave CHAN, Associate Director of ATAL, has been hiring and training numerous graduates from IVE and from universities. Dave expressed his view that IVE graduates have unique competitive advantages. “Apart from articulating their knowledge into real working situations, they show their devotion to their work, and they build steadfast rapport with their customers,” explained Dave.

Aside from the IVE graduates’ unmatched capability, Dave was highly impressed by their hardworking and humble attitude, which is clearly manifested in their performance. “They are willing to shoulder their responsibilities in all projects given to them and are loyal to the company. This is why the turnover rate is somewhat lower than that of university graduates,” said Dave. “Our graduates are also very industrious, as most of them pursue further studies. This constitutes a part of their valuable attributes, which help them steer the wheel towards career success.”

Girl Power in the Masculine World
Ms. Anita CHEUNG graduated from IVE with the Higher Diploma in Mechanical Engineering in 2002. She joined ATAL immediately after graduation and is now a Senior Sales Engineer, overseeing all sales-related matters in the Intelligent System Department. With a sweet smile on her face, Anita loves to work in the engineering field, which appears to be dominated by men.

“Today, there is a growing trend of female participation in engineering studies,” said Anita. “I am really glad to work in the technical sales team, which fits well with my academic background and personality, as I like interacting with people.” She said that she is so thankful to IVE. “All that I’ve learnt from IVE is applicable to my present career,” she added.

Enlightening Education Cultivates Lifelong Interests
Mr. Gary WONG, graduate of ME Higher Diploma in Electrical Engineering in 2003, is now working at ATAL as Service Engineer II. When asked about his motivation for studying engineering, Gary’s answer was astonishing. “Engineering was actually my last choice. My interests lie in computer science,” he revealed.

To Gary’s surprise, soon after studying at IVE, he had broadened his horizons by acquiring various knowledge through different modes of training. “There were many enriching activities, such as seminars delivered by experts from different professions. Through these enlightening activities, I was able to explore myself further and recognize that engineering is right up my alley,” said Gary.

Bittersweet Challenges in the Engineering Field
Mr. Yun-fu MAN (M), graduate of IVE Higher Diploma in Intelligent Building and Automation Engineering in 2005, works as an engineer in ATAL. “It was a painstaking experience to get myself familiarised with the real world,” Man began. “In ATAL, the scale of the projects is far larger than those I had experienced in school.”

Although Man has gone through stumbling blocks while stepping into his career path, he still obtains a high degree of job satisfaction. “It is my role to design highly effective intelligent building services and to let my customers enjoy the highest possible degree of convenience,” said Gary. “I will never forget what my teachers taught me at IVE, and in particular the practical training component is extremely useful to my present career.”

Climbing up the corporate ladder of success is by no means easy. Dave is glad to witness the career growth of all IVE graduates at ATAL. “We keep looking forward to hiring IVE graduates every year. I believe that we will recruit more fresh brains in the coming year,” Dave affirmed.
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